: Network temperature determination. Strategy used to determine an appropriate temperature for the three real networks used in this work: (a) the high-quality human protein interactome (PIN), (b) the Pretty-GoodPrivacy web of trust (PGP) and (c) the US airport network (AIR). In each case, ten artificial networks, with the same structural properties as the real system at hand, are generated with the PS model using T = 0. Since clustering has been show to decrease almost linearly with temperature until it is 0 for T = 1, the clustering of the ten networks is averaged and used as y-intercept, while the point (T = 1,c = 0) is used as x-intercept. We can then find the equation of this line and determine the real network's temperature using its clustering coefficient as shown in the figures with red lines. 2 -E u a r c h o nt o g l i r e s 1 -P r i m a t e s Figure S4 : Inferred radial coordinates resemble actual protein birthtimes. Old proteins in the analysed human protein interactome, i.e. proteins present in all cellular organisms, have radial coordinates that are close to the centre of the hyperbolic disc containing the network, as opposed to younger, species-specific proteins, which are placed in the circle's periphery. Only LaBNE's coordinates are shown, because all the methods follow the same strategy to infer them.
